Call us today on
Norwich (01603) 300591 or
Text ADI LESSONS to 07962 221323
DRIVING TUITION

Bringing Driving XL-Lence to Norwich

Train to be a DSA Approved Driving Instructor (ADI)
If you are looking for a new career, look no further.
Our Driving Instructor Training opens the door to a challenging new career
We can teach you as quickly, or slowly, as your
personal situation dictates. Experience has taught
us everyone has different aims and we are only a
phone call away from discussing yours. We are
extremely flexible which has proven highly
successful.

The Initial Assessment: We give a 2-3 hour assessment session before anyone starts their

Driving Instructor Training with us. This initial session briefly covers all 3 parts of the ADI
training giving you a real taster of the exam process. The initial assessment has been proven to
be very beneficial as it gives you a complete overview of the whole course. We will be able to
judge approximately how many hours tuition you will require to prepare you for passing the
examinations. You also meet our company representative who can answer any questions you may
have.

The Examination Process… To qualify to be an ADI you must pass three exams




Part 1 - a Theory/Hazard Perception Test
Part 2 - a Practical Test of your Driving Ability
Part 3 - a Practical Test of your Ability to Teach

All three exams, in that order, must be taken within two years.
You have only three chances to pass each of the two practical tests.
XL Driving Tuition, 8 Beverley Way, Drayton, Norwich, Norfolk, NR8 6RP

www.xldrivingtuition.com email:info@xldrivingtuition.com
Discount Voucher: Initial Assessment FREE of charge

(save up to £90)
when you book and pay for your 1 2 driving instructor training lessons. Contact XL Driving Tuition today
st

To be completed by XL Driving Tuition (to qualify you must mention this voucher when you book)
Name of Pupil:

Tuition Date:

One voucher per person
Expiry Date: 31st December 2016
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer by XL Driving Tuition

Part 1: The Theory/Hazard Perception Test



Answer 100 multiple choice questions.
You must answer 85 or more correctly
You watch 14 video clips and identify all
developing hazards in a satisfactory
timescale

will provide you with...





You must pass both parts of this exam at the
same time.
Part 2: The Test of Driving Ability
The Test of Driving Ability is what it says. It
covers an hour long driving test in which you
must show a thorough knowledge of the
principles of good driving and road safety and
that you can apply them in practice.

a list of the recommended books
the CD-Rom to practise exam conditions
a list of web sites to visit
XL support just a phone call away
You pay nothing to XL for this

XL will teach you everything required to pass
your Test of Driving Ability in a comprehensive
sequence of 2 hour lessons. This will include...


a realistic mock test whilst using an actual
test route with another XL Driving Instructor
and

You will be asked, within that hour, to perform
four manoeuvres and the emergency stop.



once you have all the knowledge required,
use of an XL car to practice in your own
time at £5 per hour.

Part 3: The Test of Ability to Instruct

XL Driving Tuition will teach you everything
required to pass your Test of Ability to Instruct
in a comprehensive sequence of 2 hr lessons.

The Test of Ability to Instruct is an hour long
test in which you must show your ability to
teach different subjects at different levels.

We will take you through all key stages in a
methodical manner which will not only make the
part 3 test more achievable, it will make your
teaching skills, once passed, more natural and
realistic.

How much will it cost to become an Approved Driving Instructor (ADI)


Tuition is £30 per hour ……….. Pay as You Go

We are confident you will successfully complete your training with us. As such we are more than
happy to take payment via the pay as you go method. You simply have a lesson with us and pay for
it there and then, so there’s NO large, non-refundable fees payable up front. This enables you to
qualify as an approved driving instructor at your own pace and financial circumstances.

Contact

today on

(01603) 300591 or text ADI LESSON to 07962 221323
XL Driving Tuition, 8 Beverley Way, Drayton, Norwich, Norfolk, NR8 6RP

www.xldrivingtuition.com email:info@xldrivingtuition.com

Bringing Driving XL-Lence to Norwich

